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CHARACTER TRAITS: NAME: _________________	  

Adjectives that describe how a character is like on the inside. 
They are not stated directly in the text. We find evidence for 
their traits by the what the character says, thinks or does. 

Match the sentence on the left with the character trait on the right. 

Audrey was looking forward 
to the first day of school, 

she could barely sleep. 

Dave put on his fireman’s 
helmet and ran into the 

burning house. 

Sammy closed her locker 
and dropped all of her 
books on the floor, for 

the third time. 

Twice a month, , Ella helped 
out at the local soup 
kitchen to feed the 

homeless a warm meal. 

Nate told his sister that 
she had to wash the 

dishes fold the clothes 
and vacuum the house. 

Viktor held his trophy up 
so that the whole crowd 

could see it. 

Libby snuck into the living 
room and peeked into the 

gift bag from her grandma. 

proud

brave

bossy

curious

eager

generous

clumsy
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CHARACTER TRAITS: NAME: _________________	  

Read each paragraph and decide which  
character trait best describes the main character.  

1. 2. 

3. 4. 

5. 6. 

7. 8. 
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Molly never takes care of her things.  
She is constantly leaving her toys outside  

in the rain and she colors all over  
everything with markers. She also cut off 

all of her doll’s hair with her scissors.  

a.  anxious 
b.  greedy 
c.  irresponsible 

WHICH CHARACTER  TRAIT BEST  DESCRIBES MOLLY? 

Tucker was asked three times to take out 
the garbage. He was supposed to do it 

before he went to school. The same day he 
also left his lunch at home on the counter 

and wore his pajama pants to school.  

a.  forgetful 
b.  gloomy 
c.  impatient 

WHICH CHARACTER  TRAIT BEST  DESCRIBES TUCKER? 

On the last day of school, Isaac brought his 
teacher a special gift. It was a picture of 

them from the first day of school. He 
included a handmade card with a poem that 

he wrote about the school year.  

a.  respectful 
b.  selfish 
c.  thoughtful 

WHICH CHARACTER  TRAIT BEST  DESCRIBES ISAAC? 

She pushed her bike away from her 
father’s hands. Emma knew she could pedal 

her own bike down the driveway for the 
first time without training wheels. Slowly but 

surely, she made it all the way to the end.  

a.  brave 
b.  lonesome 
c.  polite 

WHICH CHARACTER  TRAIT BEST  DESCRIBES EMMA? 

His mom screamed and jumped up onto a chair. 
His sister shrieked and ran into the other 

room. Bryce just smiled and grabbed a plastic 
cup. He carefully trapped the huge spider 

inside and put it outside where it was safe.  

a.  heartbroken 
b.  silly 
c.  courageous 

WHICH CHARACTER  TRAIT BEST  DESCRIBES BRYCE? 

Megan grabbed her homework and crumpled 
it up into a little ball. Her big sister asked her 

what was wrong and she just started crying. 
She said she didn’t understand it and she 

hated doing her homework.  

a.  frustrated 
b.  glamorous  
c.  attentive 

WHICH CHARACTER  TRAIT BEST  DESCRIBES MEGAN? 

Jonah stood there and watched his brother 
get on the ride that he had been talking 

about for three weeks. When they arrived 
at the theme park, Jonah found out he was 
not tall enough to ride, but his brother was. 

a.  careful 
b.  jealous 
c.  nervous 

WHICH CHARACTER  TRAIT BEST  DESCRIBES JONAH? 

Emily is the first teenager they call when 
they need a babysitter. She shows up on 

time and the kids love her. Emily always has 
the kids in bed by eight. She even does the 

dishes and cleans up after dinner! 

a.  responsible 
b.  loving 
c.  childish 

WHICH CHARACTER  TRAIT BEST  DESCRIBES EMILY? 



CHARACTER TRAITS: 
Read the paragraph and identify two possible character traits for  

the main character. Then identify text evidence to support your answer.  
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NAME: _________________	  

Sammy is a pet-lover. She volunteers on the weekends at the local 
animal shelter. When she is there she gives some of the dogs baths, 
plays with them in the yard and takes a few of them for walks. She 
spends all of the money she gets from her birthday and other holidays 
on fleece. With the fleece she makes special blankets for new dogs 
that come to the animal shelter. Sammy has two dogs of her own, Milo 
and Rollie. Both of them are adopted. Every morning, she takes the two 
dogs for a walk and make sure they get fed each morning and night.  

CHARACTER TRAIT: TEXT EVIDENCE: 

Tony has the messiest room in the house. He has dirty clothes all over 
his bedroom, even some smelly socks hanging from his ceiling fan. His 
mom tries to get him to clean his room every single day. At school, he 
has the messiest locker and desk too. He has old banana peels in his 
locker that really stink. There are constantly papers spilling out of his 
desk every time he opens it. He has to sit on the lid to even get it to 
shut it is so full. Tony never cleans out his backpack. There are papers 
from the beginning of second grade and he is now in third grade. 

CHARACTER TRAIT: TEXT EVIDENCE: 
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